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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This historic book may have
numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a
free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1919 Excerpt: .the sea
Fighting for our liberty To save the day for you and me. Knit,
knit, knit. Lois Kbaeger (aged 15) DOING THEIR BIT A scamper of
feet up the attic stairs, And sounds of sweet laughter, gay; List!
something has muffled the merry din, What fairy is this holds
sway? The fairy of boys who are Over There And need woolen
socks, you see, So these little folks, bless them every one, Are
holding a knitting bee. l. E. K. Sing a song of socklets Sent by
Uncle Sam; Wear em, boys, and knock Fritz; Push him back
kerslam! Sock it to the Kaiser, Bust his bloomin drive; Send him
back to Satan And come back home alive! FLORENCE I. LA BAU
Who is it rides so late, so late, throughout the slumbering land? T
is the Red Cross Spirit, driving on, to spur the...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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